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candidates develop harm the party's ability to unify behind their standard-bearer (Hacker 1965 Once one looks beyond the factors that influence individual decisions, and examines patterns of primary competition over time, it becomes apparent that some congressional districts consistently host more divisive primaries than others. This suggests that at least part of the explanation for the divisiveness of congressional nomination contests lies in the characteristics of congressional districts. The purpose of this study is to examine the impact that district-level factors have on the structure of competition in nomination contests for the U.S. House of Representatives.
DATA AND METHODS
Primary competition is believed to be the product of forces similar to those that lead to competition in general elections. Patterson and Caldeira (1984) classify these forces into four broad categories: socio-demographic influences, urbanization, diversity, and party organizational strength. They find a number of these factors to be systematically related to competition in statewide general elections. We add a fifth category to this framework: state-level political opporBor (1981), it should be noted, finds that divisive primaries are generally harmful to incumbents, but not to challengers. tunity structures. Our analysis uses party, population diversity, urbanization, population stability, region, the status of the seat, the partisan bias of the district, the type of nomination system employed (primary or caucus), the ratio of seats in the state legislature to U.S. House seats, the timing of state elections (presidential or nonpresidential election year), and party recruitment efforts to predict primary divisiveness in congressional elections.2 Ordinary least squares regression is used to assess the influence that these factors have on congressional primaries.
We utilize four sources of data to predict the divisiveness of congressional It is important to note that the two dependent variables are not perfectly related. Primaries can have many candidates and score low on the measure of divisiveness if they are lopsided affairs that pit two or more inconsequential candidates against a highly qualified candidate who wins the vast majority of the vote. A primary that features several candidates who divide the vote roughly equally will score highly on the divisiveness measure. These primaries usually have several experienced or well-known candidates competing for the nomination.
2 Following the suggestion of one of the reviewers, we tested the impact of seniority which turned out to have no significant impact on either the number of candidates or the divisiveness of congressional primaries. We suspect this lack of significance is the result of the strong correlation between incumbency and seniority ( r -.62, p < .01 for Democrats) (r = .70, p < .01 for Republicans).
Party
Democratic party primaries are expected to be more divisive than those held by the Republican party. The Democratic party is the more inclusive of the United States' two major parties. It represents a broader array of racial, ethnic, religious, and economic groups than does the GOP It also has a larger, more diverse candidate pool from which to draw congressional nominees. Moreover, the Democratic party' s diversity has historically made it difficult for the party to contain conflicts that arise among its many constituent groups. Although factions and their leaders vie for power within both parties, the greater diversity of the Democratic party leads to the prediction that its congressional primaries will have more contestants and be more divisive than GOP nominating contests. to entering a primary is the presence of an incumbent seeking reelection (Grau 1981; Rice 1985 
g., American Political Science Association 1950).
During the 1980s, national party organizations, particularly the Democratic and Republican congressional campaign committees, began to play a highly visible and somewhat controversial role in candidate recruitment. Some of this activity is designed to encourage candidates to run for Congress, but some of it-labeled "negative recruitment"-was aimed at discouraging them from running (Herrnson 1988). Most party recruitment efforts, both "positive" and "negative" occur in competitive districts. We predict that party recruitment activity in a district will be negatively related to primary divisiveness.
The effects of congressional campaign committee, state committee, and local committee recruitment activities were measured using survey questions that asked congressional candidates and their campaign staffs to evaluate the importance that party activities had on the candidate's decision to run for Congress. Their answers were recorded on a five-point scale (1 = not important, 5 = extremely important). The recruitment variables directly measure the positive efforts that party organizations undertake to encourage prospective candidates to run for Congress and indirectly measure the efforts of party committees to prevent the occurrence of contested primaries. This is because party committees practice both positive and negative recruitment in the same set of districtsthose which are expected to be closely contested during the general election.9 FINDINGS Not surprisingly, party affiliation has a major impact on the number of candidates entering primaries. The crosstabulation in Table 1 Demographic and geographic factors clearly play a bigger role in Democratic than Republican districts. Population diversity, for example, increases both the number of candidates in Democratic primaries and the divisiveness of those contests. Yet, it has no impact on the Republicans. These differences -reflect the Democratic party's more diverse candidate pool and broader base of electoral support. The Democrats are apt to field more viable minority candidates and are more likely to win heterogeneous congressional districts, especially those comprised of the aged, the poo; African-Americans, or Hispanics. The Democrats are as successful as the Republicans in winning homogeneous, rural districts, and suburban seats (Pitney 1992).
Region has a significant impact on the number of candidates running in Democratic but not Republican nominating contests. Democratic primaries held in southern and western states attract fewer candidates than those in other parts of the country. Nevertheless, these contests are no less divisive than those held elsewhere. This indicates that the crowded Democratic nominating contests that occur in nonsouthern and nonwestern states tend to feature several weak candidates and one candidate who wins by a large majority. The overall absence of regional effects on primary divisiveness is somewhat surprising. These findings suggest a uniformity in the incapacity of local party organizations to influence the number of candidates who run for Congress.
Although cities are politically more diverse, the effect of urbanization on contested primaries is negligible. The percentage of the district that resides in an urban area has no significant impact on the number of candidates who run in Democratic primaries and only a small impact on the number who run in Republican contests.10 Moreover, urbanization has no impact on the divisive ness of either party's nominating contests. This result, coupled with the finding for population diversity, provides an important explanation for the high incidence of divisive primaries in cities: district heterogeneity rather than population density is the major geodemographic cause of contested primaries in urban areas. Despite reforms deliberately designed to weaken party organizations, and systemic changes that have led to the erosion of their electoral coalitions, political parties continue to have some impact on candidate selection. The method of selection has a significant impact on Democratic but not GOP nominating contests. Democratic primaries are more heavily contested than caucuses, but there is no difference for the Republicans. Pre-primary endorsements serve as a significant deterrent to would-be congressional candidates of both parties. They provide a signal to those pondering a bid for Congress that they will meet organized opposition should they decide to cast their hats into the ring. Endorsements do appear to be a slightly stronger deterrent to Democratic entrance into primaries than to Republican.
The effects of candidate recruitment activities vary by party and the level of party organization involved. Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) efforts serve to discourage would-be congressional candidates. The results show that the more involved the DCCC is in candidate recruitment in a particular district, the fewer candidates are likely to run in its congressional primary. While National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC) activity does not discourage candidates from contesting the nomination, the candidate recruitment activity of both parties, congressional campaign committees depresses the divisiveness of House primaries. One of the most important effects of campaign committee recruitment activity is that it winnows the field of qualified candidates so that primaries are won decisively. A landslide victory enables party members to unify behind the winner of the primary. Local party recruitment efforts, however, have no discernible influence on the number of candidates who enter the congressional primaries of either party. Their influence in the candidate recruitment process has clearly declined since their heyday at the turn of the twentieth century.
Finally, it should be noted that the models fit extremely well considering the impossibility of including many of the factors that influence individual candidates' decisions to run for office. Over one-third of the variation in primary divisiveness can be explained by district-level variables. Family, friends, and career concerns all have an impact on these decisions, but it is impossible to include these individual-level variables in models that use the congressional district as the unit of analysis. Rather, the results show the importance of districtlevel and institutional variables, which are more persistent than the idiosyncratic decisions of individual candidates.
CONCLUSION
Nomination contests reflect the underlying strength of electoral alignments and the strength and cohesiveness of party organizations. They also play a critical role in determining who wins a seat in Congress. They determine who the general election candidates will be and they affect a party's ability to unite behind its candidates and campaign for them in the general election. The most important determinant of a congressional nomination contest is who decides to run. This study demonstrates that both the number of candidates who run for a party's nomination for Congress and the divisiveness of those contests are influenced by a variety of factors. Demography, geography, the partisan bias of the district, and the structure of political opportunities that exist in the state comprise a relatively stable set of forces that are beyond the control of individual political elites. The status of a congressional seat and party recruitment efforts, however, are less enduring and more subject to elite influence. When candidates decide whether or not to run for Congress they consider both sets of forces. Generally, the most divisive primaries take place for open-seat races, in caucus states, and in districts in which parties do not actively winnow the field of candidates.
The findings also show that Democratic and Republican primaries have different dynamics. The one-sided effects of geography and demography, for example, reflect the fundamental dissimilarities in the constituencies of the two parties. Democrats rely on a more diverse collection of groups than do Republicans. Blacks, Jews, Catholics, members of ethnic groups, the aged, the poor, urban residents, liberals, and trade union members form the core of the Democratic coalition. These groups provide the foundation for Democratic election victories, but tensions among them result in a larger and more diverse group of candidates running for Democratic than for Republican congressional nominations.
State-level political opportunity structures, on the other hand, have a significant impact on the divisiveness of Republican but not Democratic primary contests. Republicans, who occupy fewer positions of power in state governments and have a shallower congressional farm team, appear to be more risk-averse. This results in the Republican party hosting fewer divisive primaries in those states.
This study does not address whether district conditions or primary divisiveness affect party success in the general election, but it suggests that there is a link between these phenomena. Population diversity, for instance, may be an important foundation for Democratic victories in congressional elections. A candidate emerging victorious from a party primary in which many voices were heard may be a more attractive candidate to the general electorate than a candidate who wins a majority from a more homogeneous primary electorate. If further research demonstrates that district conditions do indeed contribute to Democratic congressional victories, then divisive primaries may actually be more an indicator of party strength than weakness. While this is only speculation, the findings of this study demonstrate that district conditions have an important effect on congressional primaries.
APPENDIX
The variables used to measure population diversity were created using information from data files prepared by the U.S. Bureau of the Census in accordance with its 1980 census. These individual-level data were aggregated within the boundaries that define the 1984 congressional districts so that the population diversity of each district could be determined. The resulting data were merged with data files that record information about the number of candidates seeking their party's nomination in each congressional district during the 1984 elections, survey data that measure party candidate recruitment efforts in those elections, and general election results for the 1982 and 1984 elections. The sample consists of a total of 376 observations; one observation for every congressional primary for which survey data are available.
The survey data were collected using a questionnaire that was mailed to the campaign headquarters of every major House candidate facing major party opposition in the 1984 general election. Candidates and their political aides were asked, among other things, about the candidate recruitment activities of party organizations, unions, and other interest groups. The questionnaire design and the timing of its mailing were carefully planned to insure a large and representative sample, producing a response rate of 52 percent. The sample mirrored the underlying population of House candidates on such key variables as party affiliation, candidate status, and election outcome. For more information about the questionnaire and the sample see the appendixes in Hermson (1988).
